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Abstract: This paper studies the behavior of a Euro 6 diesel engine tested under dynamic conditions
corresponding to different real driving emissions (RDE) scenarios. RDE cycles have been performed
in an engine test bench by simulating its operation in a long van application. A computer tool has been
designed to define the cycle accounting for different dynamic characteristics and driver behaviors to
study their influence on CO2 and pollutant emissions, particularly CO, THC, and NOX. Different
dynamic parameters have been established in terms of power, torque, engine speed, or vehicle
speed. Additionally, a tool to estimate the emission of an RDE cycle from steady-state maps has
been developed, helping to identify emission trends in a clearer way. Finally, the conclusions suggest
that driving patterns characterized by lower engine speeds lead to fewer emissions. In addition, the
analysis of RDE cycles from stationary maps helps to estimate the final tailpipe emissions of CO2 and
NOX, offering the possibility to rely on tests carried out on engine test bench, dynamometer, or on
the road.

Keywords: internal combustion engines; real driving emissions; engine test bench; NOX; CO2

1. Introduction

Pollutant vehicle emission and carbon dioxide limits are becoming increasingly re-
strictive. In Europe, the certification limits of carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides,
particulate matter (PM), and the sum of NOX and total hydrocarbons (THC) for diesel
engines have been reduced in large proportions since Euro 1 [1] to the current Euro 6d [2],
as Table 1 shows.

Table 1. Pollutant vehicle emissions from Euro 1 to the last Euro 6. * In the case of NOx, since the
first limit was established (Euro 3).

Date CO
[g/km]

NOX
[g/km]

PM
[g/km]

THC + NOX
[g/km]

Euro 1 07-1992 2.72 - 0.14 0.97
Euro 2 01-1996 1 - 0.08 0.9
Euro 3 01-2000 0.64 0.5 0.1 0.56
Euro 4 01-2005 0.5 0.25 0.05 0.3
Euro 5 09-2009 0.5 0.18 0.05 0.23
Euro 6 09-2014 0.5 0.08 0.05 0.17

Reduction from Euro 1 to Euro 6 * −81.6% −84% −64.3% −82.5%

Nowadays, the world is facing the impact of climate change, the last six years being the
warmest on record [3]. To achieve the challenges proposed in the climate change conference
held in Paris 2015 [4], the concept of carbon footprint is of great importance, especially for
greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions management [5]. Major developments in renewable
energies [6] have been occurred to reduce GHG emissions although additional efforts are
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required from key sectors such as transportation. In this regard, the European Union
(EU) has established stringent standards which have been reflected in the 443/2009 [7]
regulation. This directive establishes that the EU fleet-wide average emission target for
new cars must be 95 g CO2/km from 2021. Later on, the EU decided to reduce this limit by
an additional 15% from 2025 and 37.5% from 2030 through regulation 2019/631 [8].

Along with increasingly restrictive CO2 emission limits, a change in the type-approval
cycle has also been set and the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) became obsolete [9].
Instead of NEDC, two new cycles were established to represent real driving conditions
accurately. First, the World Light-Duty Test Cycle (WLTC) was designed from “real world”
driving data [10], and second, the Real Driving Emissions (RDE) cycle appeared for the
first time in 2016 [11]. Both WLTC and RDE cycles reflect greater accelerations than NEDC,
which produce an increment in the engine operating range [12,13], entering the high torque
and speed region of the engine map. Concerning the methodology to perform the tests, a
chassis dyno is used to perform WLTC [14], while RDE must be carried out on road [15].

The newest RDE regulation [16] dictates a series of guidelines to carry out the test.
In case any of the requirements were not fulfilled, the cycle would be considered invalid.
Although the regulation is very extensive and detailed, the number of possible cycles is
infinite so different tests can have an important dispersion in terms of pollutant and CO2
emissions. Therefore, factors such as traffic, weather conditions, altitude, route typology,
road grade, and driver behavior [17,18] have a great influence on the cycle results [19,20].
Even repeating the same trip, large differences between different cycles can be found [21].
Moreover, some studies combine experimental on-road data with numerical analysis to
assess the impact of the stop/start system, vehicle mass, drag coefficient, and different
aftertreatment system layouts [22].

One methodology to analyze engine operation in RDE-like conditions consists of
performing cycles in a dynamic engine test bench instead of directly in the vehicle. In this
way, since the tests have been performed under highly controlled operating conditions, the
intrinsic engine response can be analyzed with greater reliability, since the uncertainties
caused by traffic, temperature, or driver behavior are eliminated [23]. It is possible to find
similar studies in literature aimed to improve the reproduction of the flow conditions on
road and to be able to perform cycles on a chassis dyno [24–26] which also helps to simulate
a vehicle in an engine test bench. Furthermore, it is added that, although portable emissions
measurement systems known as PEMS are being improved [27], they have smaller accuracy
than a stationary system [28,29]. In no case has any complete comparative RDE study been
found as has been carried out in this research.

In this paper, six different cycles have been analyzed, all consistent with RDE regula-
tion but having different dynamics, and were performed during the experimental campaign.
The aforementioned methodology has been always applied, which allows rigorously an-
alyzing the data registered from the tests. The first one replicates an on-road cycle and
will be used for baseline comparison. A second one was designed combining several
WLTC dynamic phases. The last four were defined using a computational tool considering
different dynamic conditions. Concretely, with the last two cycles, a study analyzing two
different driver behaviors has been also performed, which could not be carried out on
road in a consistent and repeatable manner. The data from the aforementioned cycles were
analyzed in detail to relate cycle dynamics and engine operation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Methodology

In order to be able to compare real cycles accurately, an engine test bench was em-
ployed to reproduce the conditions of every proposed test. In this way, the inherent
uncertainties of on-road tests are eliminated and a common framework for comparison is
established. The test bench hosted the engine, together with the following facilities.
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2.2. Test Bench and Engine

The test bench hosts the engine, together with the following facilities:

• SCHENK DYNAS3 asynchronous dynamometer, which imposed the brake of the
engine by simulating the corresponding resistance force along with the real driving
cycles. The resistance force applied by the brake is considered aerodynamic, friction,
and inertia forces that would be exerted on the vehicle.

• Type K class B thermocouples.
• Kistler 4045A5 piezoresistive pressure sensors.
• Horiba MEXA-7100 gas analyzer, which measured volumetric concentrations of O2,

THC, NOX, CO2, and CO at the exhaust tailpipe. CO2 concentration was also registered
at the intake manifold, downstream of the EGR junction to estimate the EGR rate.

• AVL 439 opacimeter, to obtain the particulate mass, the opacity has been measured,
and later it was traduced to soot density [30] through Equation (1).

ρsoot

(mg
m3

)
= 7.5353 + 235.23 [k]− 176.45 [k]2 (1)

In addition, k is calculated with Equation (2):

k =
− ln

(
1 − N

100

)
L

(2)

where:

• L = measuring length.
• N = opacity (%)

After calculating the soot density, it is possible to obtain the PM mass flow, through
the exhaust mass flow.

A 2.18 L displacement, 126 kW Euro 6 turbocharged four-stroke diesel engine of four
cylinders has been used to perform all the tests. The engine was equipped with a high-
pressure exhaust gas recirculation system which also has an intercooler before the engine
intake. To control the intake temperature, a water charge air cooler (WCAC) is submerged
in a coolant tank and a PID controller regulates the coolant flow to keep the required air
intake temperature.

The aftertreatment system was composed of a diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) respon-
sible for oxidizing THC and CO, and a diesel particulate filter (DPF) to minimize the PM
emissions. Considering that the DPF requires periodic regenerations, a specific cleaning
procedure was performed between two consecutive cycles. This strategy complemented
the passive oxidation promoted by cerium dioxide added to the fuel.

Finally, a selective catalytic reduction (SCR) to reduce NOX emissions was integrated
into the exhaust line. Nevertheless, the AdBlue injection was deactivated in all tests.
Therefore, although the gas analyzer was placed downstream of the aftertreatment system,
raw NOX emissions were monitored.

The engine layout and pressure, temperature, and polluting sensors installed in it are
shown in Figure 1 The Acquisition frequency was always 1 Hz (as RDE regulation imposes)
for all the pollutant emissions, dynamic variables, temperatures, pressures, and mass flows.

2.3. Simulated Vehicle

The vehicle simulated in the engine test bench was a van as it commercially cor-
responds to the tested engine. Gearbox and vehicle characteristics were defined in the
software to perform the driving cycle simulation in the test bench. Table 1 shows the
mechanical characteristics of the vehicle.
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Figure 1. Engine layout.

In order to calculate the instantaneous forces acting on the vehicle along time,
Equations (3) and (4) were applied [31], where FAero is the aerodynamic resistance force,
Cx is the transversal coefficient, A is the section of the vehicle, ρ is the air density, v is
the vehicle speed. In addition, FRolling is the rolling resistance force, where µ is the rolling
coefficient, M the vehicle mass, g the gravity acceleration, α the road grade. The values of
the different coefficients can be found in Table 2.

FAero = Cx ∗ A∗
(ρ

2

)
∗v2 (3)

FRolling = µ ∗ M ∗ g ∗ cos(α) (4)

Table 2. Vehicle characteristics.

Characteristics

Tires code 225/70 R15
Vehicle mass (M) kg 2731
Frontal area (A) m2 3.95

Drag coefficient (Cx) 0.335
Rolling coefficient (µ) 0.032

N◦ of gears: 6
1st

Vehicle speed (km/h at 1000 rpm)

6.79
2nd 12.96
3rd 21.20
4th 31.80
5th 40.62
6th 47.33

The required power (Pengine) to be supplied by the engine was calculated according to
Equation (5), where a corresponds to the instantaneous vehicle acceleration:

Pengine = v∗[(M ∗ a) + FAero + FRolling (5)

3. RDE Cycles Description

Six different cycles were defined to carry out an evaluation of the emissions and the
consumption of the engine in different driving conditions. All cycles met the conditions
required by the current Euro 6d regulation to be considered valid. Given the vast number of
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cycles that can fulfill the requirements, these were chosen in such a way that, maintaining
similar typologies, the effect produced by the specific modifications implemented in each
of them were comparable.

In this study, the maximum engine speed was set along with the gear shifting, repre-
senting different driver behaviors under the standard field of diesel engines. Table 3 shows
the maximum engine speed at which the shifting sequence occurs for each RDE cycle.

Table 3. Maximum engine speed limits for each gear.

RDE 1–5 RDE 6

1st 3400 2900
2nd 3300 2800
3rd 3200 2700
4th 3100 2700
5th 3000 2650
6th - -

3.1. RDE 1

This cycle was obtained from on-road driving in Valencia (Spain) [14]. Using the data
obtained from this test, it was possible to transfer its characteristics to the engine test bench.
In particular, a vehicle model was used to calculate the instantaneous effective torque and
engine speed considering the vehicle speed profile, the vehicle, and gearbox characteristics,
and the driver behavior. These two parameters were used as inputs in the engine test cell.

3.2. RDE 2

The second cycle performed was obtained combining different WLTC segments to meet
RDE requirements. WLTC represents real driving conditions, although Euro 6 regulation
imposes that it must be performed in a chassis dynamometer. It is expected that WLTC will
also be used in the next Euro 7 regulation.

In this case, WLTC phases in which the vehicle speed is less than 60 km/h were
used to generate the urban zone, phases with vehicle speed between 60 and 90 km/h
were applied to build the rural zone, and phases characterized by vehicle speeds over
90 km/h were considered to define the motorway zone. As WLTC is much shorter than
the RDE cycles, several WLTC parts were mixed and repeated. After obtaining the speed
profile, it was combined with the remaining data related to vehicle, gearbox, and driver to
obtain the required torque and engine speed that allowed to meet the instantaneous vehicle
speed setpoint.

3.3. RDE 3, 4, 5, and 6

The last four cycles were obtained using the same methodology using a computational
tool designed to generate RDE cycles. The function selects different speed profiles, with
different vehicle speeds and accelerations, to fulfill the regulation requirements combining
standard real driving segments. As a result, cycles with different dynamic demands,
durations, and other characteristics are obtained. The user can choose in the software
the number of times that every phase, which is characterized by different engine load
conditions, is repeated. Consequently, depending on the number of dynamic phases, the
cycle generated is more or less loaded. With this procedure, torque and engine speed were
finally determined in the same way as the previous cycles. All the RDE vehicle speed
profiles are shown in Figure 2. All the cycles presented a certain repetition pattern in
the route. In the urban zone, it could be like repeating the same circuit in a certain city,
provided that the conditions of traffic, driving behavior, and traffic lights do not affect it.
This approach was also applied in the rural and motorway areas, where the same conditions
could be reproduced in a highway without traffic and that the driver replicated the speed
conditions imposed. Using this tool, different types of routes, driver behaviors, etc., can be
examined, reducing economical costs and uncertainties from on-road testing.
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Figure 2. RDE 1 (a), RDE 2 (b), RDE 3 (c), RDE 4 (d), RDE 5 (e), and RDE 6 (f) vehicle speed profiles.

• RDE 3: This cycle presented the lowest duration but the highest average vehicle speed
in every zone. This cycle was also characterized by a similar proportion of high and
low loads.

• RDE 4: In this case, the previous RDE 3 was taken as a reference. The objective of
RDE 4 was to generate a more dynamic cycle in the rural zone. This cycle was also
less loaded being the average vehicle speeds in urban and motorways zones are lower
than in RDE 3.

• RDE 5: The objective of this cycle was to generate a less loaded and dynamic cycle
than the previous ones. In order to achieve that, phases with low dynamic demands
were chosen. As observed in Figure 2, the differences in vehicle speed were reduced
for the rural and motorway zones compared to other cycles.

• RDE 6: This last cycle was obtained with the same vehicle profile as RDE 5 with the
driver behavior as the only difference. In this case, the gear shifting sequence was
modified, advancing it to obtain a lower engine speed profile.

Figure 2 shows noticeable differences between RDEs 1 and 2 compared to RDEs 3 to
6, despite the patterns of the urban, rural, and motorway zones being similar. The main
difference is that cycles 3 to 6 are composed of a limited set of vehicle speed transitions
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repeated along each cycle area, making them significantly more repeatable in an engine
test bench environment.

Table 4 lists the characteristics of every cycle described above. It also shows the mini-
mum and maximum thresholds of the different parameters established by the regulation
finding all of them accomplished by the designed RDEs.

Table 4. RDE cycles characteristics.

Min Value Max Value RDE 1 RDE 2 RDE 3 RDE 4 RDE 5&6

Route characteristics

Duration min 90 120 94.9 92.58 90.9 92.33 93.4
Altitude m a.s.l. 0 700 6 6 6 6 6
Temperature ◦C 0 30 20 20 20 20 20
Altitude difference (start–end) m a.s.l. 100 0 0 0 0 0

Urban zone

Distance km 16 - 24.1 21.59 25.87 24.86 24.19
Distance proportion % 29 44 36.48 32.86 36.38 34.54 36.71
Stop time (idle) % 6 30 28.87 28.94 27.67 28.74 29.24
Longer stop % - 80 7.25 5.67 4.08 4.23 4.05
Average speed km/h 15 30 22.4 20.93 25.67 24.2 23.96

Rural zone

Distance km 16 - 24.25 23.64 27.89 26.61 22.31
Distance proportion % 23 43 36.71 35.98 39.22 36.97 33.86

Motorway zone

Distance km 16 - 17.71 20.47 17.36 20.5 19.39
Distance proportion % 23 43 26.81 35.98 39.22 36.97 33.86
Time speed >100 km/h min 5 - 6.85 8.95 7.37 6.88 6.17

To fulfill the RDE regulation, it is also necessary to carry out the calculation of two
parameters. Firstly, relative positive acceleration (RPA), which is an average acceleration
calculated for urban, rural, and motorway zones, must be above the regulated minimum
value as a function of the vehicle speed. Secondly, the so-called parameter VA [95] cor-
responds to the 95th percentile of multiplying the positive acceleration times the vehicle
speed provided that the positive acceleration is higher than 0.1 m/s2 and must be below
the regulated limit. The VA [95] must also be calculated for the three RDE phases. Figure 3
shows the fulfillment of the VA [95] and RPA criteria for all the proposed RDE cycles
despite a great dispersion between them. In particular, higher RPA and VA [95] point out a
more loaded cycle.

The last calculation corresponds to the Moving Averaging Window (MAW). Such
calculation starts from a previously performed WLTC, which serves to obtain the so-called
CO2 reference mass, defined as half of the CO2 mass emitted by the vehicle during this
WLTC reference test. The CO2 reference mass is used to calculate the MAW as follows: CO2
emissions are cumulated from the beginning of the RDE test (having a sampling frequency
of 1 Hz) until reaching the CO2 mass reference. The average speed and the average specific
emissions of CO2 in g/km in this period permit the definition of the first window. After
resetting the CO2 count to zero, the next window will start a second later and continue with
the same calculation method until the end of the cycle. The RDE cycle is only considered
valid when at least 50% of urban, rural, and motorway windows are within the tolerances
defined by regulation calculated through the CO2 characteristic curve. Figure 4 shows the
MAWs of the cycles under study. As observed, all cycles have at least the 50% of MAWs
within the tolerances of the CO2 curve for every driving zone. The sixth RDE may seem
invalid at first glance because many windows are below the lower limit. Nevertheless, it
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has 57% within tolerances of the urban zone and 58% of the rural zone, thus complying as
well with the requirements of RDE.
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4. Results
4.1. RDE Tests

The analysis of cycles was performed by looking at the dynamic variables’ distribu-
tion [32]. In this analysis, the vehicle speed, torque, engine speed, and power were divided
into five segments. Figure 5 shows the distribution frequency of these parameters for each
RDE cycle.
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In the case of the vehicle speed, the groups were divided into intervals of 25 km/h till
up to 100 km/h, and one more for speeds higher than 100 km/h. The engine torque was
also divided into groups of 50 Nm. The engine speed was divided into groups of 500 rpm
and, finally, the power in groups of 20 kW. The events in which the power and torque
were less than zero corresponded to events when the engine was dragging or the driver
was braking.

At first sight, the cycles show a great dispersion between each other and consider that
all of them are valid, evidencing that a wide variety of cycles fit the regulation. In the case
of RDEs 5 and 6, considering that the vehicle speed and power distribution were identical
(as defined), the different driver behavior led to different engine operating conditions in
terms of torque, engine speed, pedal position, etc. Figure 5c shows that RDE 6 had much
fewer points in the strip of greater than 2750 rpm since driver behavior was programmed
with the aim that it did before the gearshift, avoiding high engine speed. It could be
representative of the down speeding technique [33], which is a current trend where the
goal is that the engine works at high performance reducing consumption and, as far as
possible, pollutant emissions.

The cycles were divided into 13 different bins depending on vehicle speed and power
for a deeper analysis. Table 5 shows the conditions of those bins.
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Table 5. Division of the test into different bins depending on vehicle speed and power.

Power [kW]

- >0 >20 >40 >60
≤0 ≤20 ≤40 ≤60 -

Dragging Bin 0 - - - -

Vehicle Speed
[km/h]

=0(Idle) Bin 1 - - - -
≥0 <60 - Bin 2 Bin 5 Bin 8 Bin 11
≥60 <90 - Bin 3 Bin 6 Bin 9 Bin 12
≥90 - - Bin 4 Bin 7 Bin 10 Bin 13

Figure 6 shows the results of the 13 bins applied to the 6 RDE cycles. It can be seen that
the dispersion between these cycles increases in the higher power region (bin 8 onwards).
As an example, the RDE 2 cycle does not present any values in bins 8, 11, and 12, which
denotes that the power was below 40 kW in the urban area. It can also be observed in RDE
2 bin 13, corresponding to the maximum motorway power fraction, the time proportion
was the lowest, corresponding to few accelerations and having steadier driving. Another
interesting aspect is that RDE 1 was the only one that went into all bins, which implies
that this test would make the engine work in more diverse operating conditions than the
other ones.
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Looking at RDEs 3 and 4, and the bins that represent the urban area (3, 6, 9, and 12),
the values of bins 3 and 6 are very similar. However, bin 9 of RDE 3 is equal to zero but
0.64% in RDE 4, which involves bigger power that was reached in this cycle in the urban
zone due to a higher dynamic solicitation. RPA and VA [95] values also point it out, with
RDE 4 above RDE 3, as observed in Figure 3.

Finally, RDEs 5 and 6 are those that have been generated to avoid aggressive driving.
It is especially noticeable in the motorway zone, where the highest values are in bin 7 (low
power zone), whilst bins 10 and 13 are less representative.
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Figure 7 and Table 6 show the specific emissions in grams per kilometer of NOX, CO,
THC, and CO2. In case of PM emissions, the particles could not be registered along the
entire tests, due to the required purge of the opacimeter. Therefore, global emissions have
not been plotted in Figure 7. These specific emissions for three periods of RDE 1 are in
Section 4.2 for the sake of completeness. Tests were performed without urea injection so
that NOX emissions were above the regulatory limit. On the other hand, THC and CO
fulfill the type-approval limits after being oxidized in the DOC.
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Table 6. RDE pollutants emissions per kilometer.

NOX THC CO CO2

[g/km]

RDE 1 0.4378 0.0170 0.0738 175.28
RDE 2 0.4778 0.0217 0.1268 174.29
RDE 3 0.4508 0.0234 0.0978 164.15
RDE 4 0.4384 0.0174 0.0685 169.73
RDE 5 0.4241 0.0142 0.0515 162.27
RDE 6 0.2799 0.0110 0.0501 147.34

Figure 7 shows a significant dispersion between pollutant emissions. In the case of
NOX emissions, leaving RDE 6 aside (the driver behavior was modified), the differences
reached up to 17.39% in an urban zone, 30.88% in the rural zone, and 27.10% in the
motorway. The total specific emissions showed the maximum difference of 12.74% between
RDEs 2 and 5.

THC and CO strongly depended on the engine and aftertreatment temperatures.
RDEs 5 and 6, which were the cycles less loaded, showed the lowest HC emission. These
emissions were produced due to incomplete combustion when the engine was yet cold and
during phases with high load or high EGR rates where lambda was even below 1. RDE 2
produced the highest CO emissions, which was mainly due to the large contribution in the
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urban area. This cycle had the lowest urban and total distances, which increased specific
emissions per kilometer due to the higher impact of the engine warm-up phase. The other
cycles did not show significant differences.

In the case of CO2 emissions, there were also big differences, with RDEs 1 and 2
producing the highest emissions. The biggest difference between RDEs 3 and 4 was the
average vehicle speed reduction, which implied an increase in fuel consumption. RDE
5 resulted in the lowest CO2 emission among the cycles with the same driver behavior
(RDE 1 to RDE 5).

RDE 1 was the most representative of real driving since it was directly extracted
from a cycle performed on road. Comparing RDEs 1 and 2, where the results are similar,
contributes to stating that a WLTC presents similar dynamic conditions as an RDE cycle
since CO2 and NOX emissions showed analogous values.

The comparison between RDEs 5 and 6 led to characterize the effect of the different
driver behavior in the same trip and vehicle speed profile. RDE 6 NOX emissions were
reduced by 34% compared to RDE 5. In the case of THC and CO, similar drawdowns were
obtained whilst CO2 emissions were decreased by 9.2%.

The required engine power to reach a certain vehicle speed in a cycle is obtained from
the engine speed and torque. Since the engine speed was reduced in the case of the RDE 6
by varying the shifting procedure, the torque was increased. Figure 8 shows the effective
engine torque as a function of engine speed for RDEs 5 and 6. RDE 6 dots are located closer
to the top left corner (high torque and low engine speed).
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Figure 8. RDE 5 and RDE 6 engine map comparison.

According to the driver behavior, in the case of RDE 5, the engine speed reached
higher values while more loaded conditions were characteristic in RDE 6. Figure 9 shows
three different fractions of RDE 5 and 6 cycles during urban, rural, and motorway driving,
where the differences in CO2 and NOX emissions can be observed.
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Figure 9. Comparison of Urban (a), Rural (c) and Motorway (e) CO2 emissions and Urban (b) Rural
(d), and Motorway (f) NOX emissions, and engine speed between RDEs 5 and 6.

Figure 9 illustrates emission differences in some specific portions of RDEs 5 and 6
where the engine speed changed. These differences are especially noticed in urban and
rural zones, where the engine speed disparity was bigger. In the case of CO2 emissions,
benefits were obtained in RDE 6, implying a more efficient driving mode at higher loads.
Regarding pollutant emissions, this driving behavior also involved relevant reductions as
shown in Figure 7.

4.2. Test Results Versus Map Results

Additionally, an engine mapping study under steady-state conditions was performed
to analyze the engine behavior in all possible operating situations. In order to achieve that,
the mapping ranged from 1000 rpm to 3500 rpm every 100 rpm, combined with 10% of
throttle increments.

The CO2 and NOX emissions are represented in Figure 10. The operating area of RDE
1 is also represented by dots on the contour plots, which are devoted to CO2 and NOX
emissions. As observed in Figure 10a, the maximum CO2 emission was located in the top
right corner, whilst the minimum was at the bottom left one. However, Figure 10b shows
how NOX emissions were mainly influenced by the EGR rate, which is different depending
on the operative engine conditions although lower as the load and speed increased.

A comparative study of CO2 and NOX emissions obtained from the RDE tests and
the steady-state results from the engine map was performed considering the engine speed
and throttle during the cycles. Figures 11 and 12 show the instantaneous CO2 and NOX
emissions of RDE 1 versus the emissions obtained by interpolation in the engine maps.
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As observed in Figure 12, a very good correlation exists between the instantaneous
measured values during the tests and the emissions extracted from the maps. The diver-
gencies produced are due to interpolations errors, especially in the case of NOX, since these
do not have a total linear behavior.

Making a deeper analysis, Figures 13a–c and 14a–c show three fractions of 150 s of CO2
and NOX emissions in RDE 1 corresponding to urban, rural, and motorway driving phases,
respectively. Absolutes differences between emission concentrations in dynamic and
steady operation are presented in Figures 13d–f and 14d–f. Finally, Figures 13g–i and 14g–i
represent the distribution of the emissions absolute error for these species.

As can be observed, urban zones show the worst correlation due to their more dynamic
feature. However, rural and motorway zones were characterized by quasi-steady operation,
where the vehicle speed was almost constant, so that the engine solicitations did not
change significantly. In any case, a good correspondence was obtained between RDE and
steady-state maps, especially for fuel consumption.
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Figure 14. NOX emissions comparison between RDE 1 and engine map i urban (a,d,g), rural (b,e,h),
and motorway (c,f,i) driving phases.

Table 7 shows the comparison of the CO2 and NOX emissions data for all tested RDEs.
The corresponding errors are also presented. This summary of the results points out very
small differences between pollutants measured during the tests and pollutants extracted
from a steady-state engine map. In the case of CO2 emissions, the correlation is better,
having errors around 1%, which fell into the measurement error margin of the measuring
device. In the case of NOX emissions, the deviation from the engine map estimate increased,
but it was still low enough to provide understanding about the driving cycles effects as
a function of their definition, especially keeping in mind the use of state-of-the-art NOX
aftertreatment systems of high conversion efficiency.

Table 7. CO2 and NOX pollutants from RDE cycles versus map emissions.

CO2 [kg] NOX [g]

Test Map εco2 Test Map εNOx

RDE 1 11.56 11.38 1.61% 28.89 29.32 −1.50%
RDE 2 11.36 11.21 1.34% 31.16 30.04 3.62%
RDE 3 11.68 11.82 −1.19% 32.08 33.28 −3.74%
RDE 4 12.21 12.38 −1.34% 31.55 31.96 −1.31%
RDE 5 10.66 10.57 0.77% 27.85 28.87 −3.65%
RDE 6 9.68 9.61 0.79% 18.38 17.57 4.39%

Looking at CO2 errors in Table 7, the largest errors were found in the RDEs 1, 2, 3, and
4 cycles, i.e., the specific emissions were also maximum. On the contrary, RDEs 5 and 6
presented the lowest errors. These results agree with the dynamic solicitations of the cycles
since RDEs 5 and 6 were generated to be less aggressive than RDEs 1 to 4. In the case of
NOX errors, a clear tendency was not found. In any case, errors were kept below 5% in
all cases.
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As previously commented, during the tests, it was not possible to measure the PM
along the entire driving cycle. However, three different periods of 500 s corresponding to
three zones (urban, rural, and motorway) in RDE 1 have been considered. Figure 15 shows
RDE PM mass emissions compared to those obtained from the steady-state map.
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Figure 15 emissions show a great correlation between emissions measured and emis-
sions from the steady-state map. Table 8 shows the accumulated values of each one of these
three phases and the total values represent their summation.

Table 8. PM mass emissions from RDE 1 versus map emissions.

PM Mass [g]

Test Map εPM

Urban period 0.285 0.276 3.4%
Rural period 0.383 0.385 −0.5%

Motorway period 0.672 0.643 4.4%
TOTAL 1.340 1.303 2.8%

Looking at PM mass errors, the higher discrepancies appear during the urban and
motorway periods, which are characterized by more dynamic conditions due to steeper
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accelerations. In any case, the interpolation can also be a very helpful tool to estimate the
PM in an RDE cycle since the obtained errors are relatively low considering the complexity
of this species.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, several RDE cycles with different dynamic characteristics have been
performed in an engine test bench. First, an on-road cycle was performed in a vehicle as
a baseline; then, a second cycle was defined using transient maneuvers extracted from
a WLTP cycle; finally, four additional cycles were defined using a computational tool to
generate RDE-compliant conditions from a sub-set of acceleration and deceleration ramps
while replicating different driver behavior. This methodology aimed at reducing cost, time,
and uncertainties involved in performing a cycle on road, such as climatological conditions,
PEMS accuracy, traffic status, and driver behavior. This is particularly relevant for future
powertrain systems development since different technologies or calibration strategies can
be assessed more reliably and robustly while ensuring RDE representative conditions.

The results showed how RDE cycles with the same driver behavior produced sig-
nificant emissions dispersion. For instance, variations of 12.74% in the case of NOX and
7.42% in CO2 were found between different cycles. Moreover, a great improvement was
seen from an emissions perspective when the gear shift was adjusted to achieve lower
engine speed. Particularly, drawdowns in NOX and CO2 emissions of 34% and 9.2%, re-
spectively, have been noted. Instead, CO and THC emissions were mostly linked to the
engine and aftertreatment temperature, so the best results are achieved when the engine
load is increased.

Finally, an attempt to estimate the cycle emissions from steady-state tests was made.
The comparison between such estimation and the actual RDE tests emissions showed a
good correlation, within 1.6% accuracy for CO2 and better behavior in less dynamic cycles,
4.6% in the case of NOX, and relatively low errors in the case of PM mass. The deviations
observed were due to two phenomena, On the one hand, all emissions during the engine
warm-up period differ from the estimations since the engine map was performed with
the engine previously warmed up. On the other hand, of NOX and PM mass emissions,
and their known trade-off, both showed a non-linear behavior as a function of speed and
load, inducing an uncertainty linked to the interpolation inside the steady-state map. This
uncertainty could be reduced by performing a more complete engine map, which lowers
variations of speed and load between adjacent points but at the cost of higher test bench
time. In any case, the analysis performed in this study confirms that steady-state maps
can be used to provide a meaningful approximation of these emissions during a realistic
certification cycle.
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